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Abstract
There are many organizations interested in sharing data with others, and they can do this only if a multi-domain secure platform is available. Such platforms, often referred to as Digital Data Marketplaces (DDMs), require that all the transactions follow the pre-defined policies that are established by the participating parties i.e, domains. However, building a multi-domain network infrastructure in which each domain can manage its own connectivity while at the same time all of the transactions follow the sharing agreements is still a challenge. In this paper, we introduce a multi-domain containerized DDM that is built upon a P4-based network. It can handle the communication of multiple domains and guarantee that the operation of transactions is based on the pre-defined policies. We also studied the setup performance by defining a model which we demonstrated follows the real measurements, and we can use for decision making. The results also show the low overhead of using P4 switch in network setup time. In addition, we conducted a security evaluation which showed that our P4-based network setup is secure against most types of attacks.
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1 Introduction
Data sharing is currently emerging as an essential element in fields like healthcare systems [1], supply chain logistics [2], and IoT devices in smart cities [3]. Digital Data Marketplaces (DDMs) [4] are emerging frameworks that provide secure data sharing mechanisms among participating parties. In DDMs, data providers and data consumers exchange access to data for monetary compensation in business settings or as part of open science practices in research environments. In both cases a DDM needs to provide a means of data exchange and/or processing, while implementing and enforcing sharing policies in its infrastructure. In some cases, legal restrictions keep data from being exchanged at all, for example when data are privacy sensitive. Still, even under these constraints, it is possible to combine data from different sources through techniques like distributed machine learning, secure multiparty computation, and homomorphic encryption. Initial implementations of such algorithms are becoming available in systems like Vantage6 [5], PySyft [6], MPyC [7] and IBM’s Federated Learning Library [8].

Data exchange entails copying data (sub)sets from one system to another. These DDMs operations lead to very stringent and specific requirements for the underlying network, in terms of security, isolation, and multi-domain operations.

DDMs algorithms are communication intensive, and in order for a DDM to support them efficiently, processes running on different independent systems will need to be able to exchange data directly still maintaining the security level specific to the policies governing the application.

In data exchange, many transactions may be active simultaneously and need to be isolated from one another.

In addition, a DDM is a multi-domain environment. For preserving privacy and providing the required security all
the connections related to each participating party, i.e., domain, has to be managed by its own domain administrator.

For building such a DDM we use containers. In fact, containers can provide the required isolation between sharing transactions. When a container is deployed on a host, each container’s resources, such as its file system and network namespace, are placed in an isolated environment which no other container can access. In each sharing transaction, containers act on behalf of the participating party to exchange data. Containers belonging to different domains have to be able to connect to each other in a secure manner so data can be transferred from one party to the other.

In our previous work, we showed how we can build a single-domain data sharing platform by using containers [9]. We used both Kubernetes [10] and Docker Swarm [11] as container network orchestrators for creating network overlays between containers and setting up filtering rules between them in order to improve security and performance in the network. However, these methods are not applicable in a multi-domain environment: in all of these frameworks one node should be selected as a master node so it has access to all of the containers in the network and can manage all of the connections. In a multi-domain scenario, each participating party should be able to manage its own domain independently from other domains participating in the sharing platform. Building a container-based DDM network infrastructure that can integrate with the per-domain domain orchestrators is still an open challenge, which we address in this paper.

For building a multi-domain DDM we adopt P4 as the network data plane technology. Deploying P4 programmable switches satisfies our requirements, i.e., per domain orchestration and managing container connections. All the connections between containers will be programmed in such switches and can be handled by the administrator. In addition, the connections can be reconfigured when it is needed.

In Sect. 2, we will provide the motivation for adopting P4, and a background on P4 programs and integration of containers with P4 switches. Then, we will present the DDM architecture (Sect. 3); we will explain how two domains cooperate with each other to set up a connection between containers (Sect. 4). We will extensively discuss the setup time required to get to an operational network in Sect. 5. We will present our proof of concept implementation (Sect. 6) where we show how the network and the whole chain of connections between domain orchestrators and switches work. In Sect. 7 we show the measurements of setup time and discuss the overhead of using P4 switches. The security implications of using P4 as underlying network technology are discussed in Sect. 8. We conclude our article discussing our findings (Sect. 9) and relating our work to previous efforts (Sect. 10).

## 2 Containerized P4-based DDM

**Motivation for P4 adoption** For constructing a container-based DDM we follow three main goals:

- Constructing a multi-domain environment in which each domain can manage its own configuration because a DDM consists of different, independently managed, and configured domains, with data sharing to be done across the domains.
- Improving security through better connection isolation between containers by controlling their network connections and providing more advanced filtering possibilities.
- Providing programmability in the network. Because of the dynamic behavior of a container-based network, it is important to provide the ability to program and change the network configurations instantly. Especially in a DDM that sharing policies may change at any moment.

We selected the P4 switch for connecting containers to be able to handle all the mentioned requirements in one setup. In overlay technologies like Calico or Cilium [12, 13] filtering rules can be installed between containers, so they can provide required isolation. However, in these methods, all the hosts are under the control of one master node that makes a cluster. Therefore, these methods are single-domain and are not applicable in our case.

The simplest way of connecting containers in a network that can be used in a multi-domain environment is using the Docker bridge in each domain [14]. However, in this method, all the containers are connected to the same bridge. Therefore, are connected to each other and it is not possible to set the filtering rule between them in the host. Therefore, it cannot provide the required network isolation between containers.

The other method can be deployed in a multi-domain environment is using a user-defined network and defining a separate bridges for each group of containers, so that the containers in different network bridges are separated from each other [15]. It can provide better isolation compared to the single Docker bridge method, however, still, the containers that are connected to the same bridge are connected to each other and their connections cannot be filtered in the host so the containers are not fully isolated.

In our setup, in each domain, the P4 switch is in charge of routing the traffic based on match-action rules independently from other domains so it can be deployed in a multi-domain environments. In addition, before setting up
the rules in the switch there is not any kind of connectivity between containers. Therefore, every single container’s connectivity can be controlled by the switch. This provides better isolation between containers compared to available methods. Finally, any connection and filtering rules between containers can be programmed dynamically to provide programmability.

In addition to the aforementioned capabilities, P4 can provide more features in the DDM:

- As the packet’s header can be parsed in the P4 switch (that is explained in the next section), every single field of the header at different layers can be checked against match rules. This provides high flexibility in deploying the filtering rules.
- As containers are individually connected to the P4 switch interfaces, different kinds of telemetry information, like the amount of traffic that is being transferred via a specific interface, or the time of entering of a packet to that interface can be tracked in P4 [16, 17]. This will help for managing the traffic preventing different kinds of attacks [18–20] to improve security.
- The P4 program can be run on SmartNICs [21, 22]. Therefore, the packet processing can be offloaded to the hardware, and the host’s CPU is not involved anymore. This leads to better performance.
- New protocols can be defined in the P4 program to transfer extra information between multiple domains. For example, for our future work, we are adding extra auditing information to the packets that are being transferred between containers to improve the security of the network.

In the rest of this section, we give a background about P4 program and then an explanation about containers’ network configuration is presented.

P4 language P4 is a high-level language for programming packet processing systems that is designed to program the data plane of packet forwarding devices. It is widely used by researchers, network owners, and developers as the new paradigm of network programmability that does not have the limitations of Openflow [23].

P4 is more flexible by offering the capability of defining new headers and making a protocol-independent system. P4 devices can be reconfigured in real-time. In addition, P4 is a target independent program and can be deployed on different forwarding hardware. A compiler is used to map those programs to target devices. The architecture of P4 compiler helps to make it target independent by separating language and the target model. This is an advantage in deploying P4 language in a multi-domain DDM, as the P4 program can be used in different domains infrastructure that the target hardware is not necessarily the same.

A typical packet processing pipeline in P4 includes parser, ingress match-action, egress match-action. The parser is a stage that parses the packet according to the header definition that is performed by user in program. Both ingress and egress match-action includes logical tables that match the packet against protocol field and determine the required actions to apply to packet. Actions determine common modifications to packets, such as changing header fields, adding/removing headers or packet cloning.

Containerized DDM Containers use Linux network namespaces to isolate containers from host network namespace. A Linux network namespace is a virtual network that isolates a process’s network connectivity and resources (i.e. network interfaces, route tables, and rules) from other processes. For example, when Docker creates and runs a container, it creates a separate network namespace and puts the container into it. Then, Docker connects the new container to a Linux bridge docker0 using a veth pair. This also enables the container to be connected to the host network and other containers in the same bridge. Using a Docker bridge or other overlay methods for connecting containers cannot provide isolation between containers on the same overlay network, however, complete isolation between containers is what is needed in a DDM platform. In this paper, the connection between containers is limited to switch configurations that can be completely programmed and changed in any time. By this method, maximum isolation can be provided in a network of containers.

3 Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the multi-domain containerized DDM with three distinctive blocks: the orchestration block in charge of the coordination of the operations in the DDM, the containerization block in charge of creating and management of containers, and the networking block in charge of setup the P4 network and the connection between containers and the outside world.

In each domain, all of the components are under the control of the domain administrator. The domain administrator can handle and manage all connections based on the policies and rules that have been established in the DDM. The role of each component in the architecture is as follows:

- Orchestration block:
  - Domain administrator Manages all components in its own domain and controls the sequence of steps for running the execution of a sharing request.
Message transfer controller To make the connection between containers of multiple domains, they should be able to exchange necessary information. The message controller is in charge of sending/receiving the required information to/from the other domains involved in the sharing request.

ID generator In each domain every single connection between two containers is identified by a unique number. We call this the connection ID. This number identifies the destination port of the client container, i.e., the initiator. The ID generator generates this unique ID in each domain.

Policy store All of the policies and rules about permissions to access specific data in a domain are recorded in the policy store. Before running any request, the domain administrator checks in the policy store if the request is permitted or not. If it is not permitted the request will be rejected.

Containerization block

Docker agent This component is in charge of setting up all of the required configurations for creating a container and its network interfaces.

Docker container The containers are created based on the incoming requests.

Networking block

Switch runtime management This component sets the appropriate rules for handling the switch connections based on the information that is taken from the Docker agent and the generated connection ID.

The rules allow traffic with a specific connection ID (port number) to a specific container.

Software P4 switch This is the core networking element that will switch the traffic appropriately.

4 Workflow scenario

The operation of our proposed architecture can be better understood by looking at a concrete scenario. We consider two domains, domain A and domain B, in a DDM and assume the whole architecture described in the previous section is running on two servers, one in each domain (see Fig. 2). Therefore, Domain A is a Linux server that is connected to other server in Domain B.

In the following, we will guide the reader step by step through each of the operations that occur to set up the connection between containers in the two domains for running a sharing request.

Step 1 When a request arrives at domain B that asks for access to an asset from domain A, the domain administrator of domain B sends a request to the administrator of domain A through the message controller. The request identifies the data that it wants to access. It also asks for the unique ID that is needed for starting the connection between containers.

Step 2 The domain administrator in domain A checks the request permission in the policy store and if the request is allowed it starts the required actions for making the connection.

Step 3 In this step the ID generator in domain A creates the connection ID.

Step 4 The domain administrator asks the Docker agent to create the necessary containers to satisfy the request. Containers are initially created without any interfaces. Then, the Docker agent configures the network...
interface of the container with a specific IP address, and after that it peers the container interface with one virtual interface (veth) of the host server. It must be noted that at this stage the container is still not connected to the switch.

- **Step 5** After the container has been created and its IP address and interfaces are set, the domain administrator instructs the switch runtime controller to connect the container interface to one of the ports of the software P4 switch.

- **Step 6** Here the domain administrator generates the rules to allow establishing a connection between the two containers of the sharing request and to set the rules in the switch. Two rules are set on each side: one for sending packets from the container via the switch to the other domain, and one for sending packets coming in from the outside to the related container. In this step, the server-side is configured. The rule for incoming packets matches packets sent to a specific destination port (the connection ID), sets the destination IP address and port number to that of the container and the service running inside it, then sends it to the switch port to which the container is connected. The rule for outgoing packets matches packets from the container’s switch port, sets the source IP address to the host’s public IP address and the source port number to the connection ID.

- **Step 7** When all of the required configurations are set in Domain A, the domain administrator sends the unique ID out to Domain B. This also shows that Domain A is ready for a connection with that specific ID.

- **Step 8** Like domain A, domain B creates the container related to this request. The interface configuration is the same as domain A.

- **Step 9** In this step the domain administrator connects container to the switch port via the switch runtime.

- **Step 10** Finally, the domain administrator sets two rules that are needed for making the connection to the specific container based on the unique ID. On the client-side, the combination of destination IP address and destination port is unique. Therefore, packets sent from a local container to the switch are matched with these two specifications and then sent out to the server-side. The second client-side rule is for packets coming from the server-side. These are matched by the same unique combination (which here is the source IP address and source port number) and then sent to the specific container.

By performing all of these steps the DDM creates a connection between two containers in a multi-domain environment. The whole connection between domains is isolated and based on a unique number that is specific to that request and is not repeated by any other connection, hence guaranteeing isolation between concurrent requests.

## 5 Request setup time

In a containerized DDM, the setup time is the time from when a client issues a request until when the network is ready for starting the data transfer between containers. In many cases, it is important and critical for a client to know an approximate setup time of the request; for example, for federated machine learning the knowledge of resource availability is critical for running the model efficiently.

In a single domain DDM, as there is one centralized controller that is handling all of the resources, the network setup is simple and straightforward. However, in a multi-domain DDM, as domain administrators have to communicate with each other, and all of the setup processes in one domain are separated from the other one, setup is lengthier. In fact, the client-side should be sure that the destination is ready for establishing the connection.

There are two approaches we can take to measure the setup time: one is a Global view that considers the time from when a request comes in to when the network is ready for data transfer. It is measured by setting a timestamp from starting a request until it is ready to start transferring data.

The other one is a Step view which looks at the duration of each individual step. We measured the duration of each step by setting timestamps before and after running each step. For example, for measuring the duration of step 4, that is creating containers in domain A, we register the time stamp before running step 4: \( C_A(\text{start}(S_4)) \). It is a timestamp of the clock of domain A related to the start point of step 4. Likewise, we register the time stamp after finishing step 4 as \( C_A(\text{end}(S_4)) \). Therefore, the duration of step 4 is calculated based on Eq. 1.

\[
T_{S_4} = C_A(\text{end}(S_4)) - C_A(\text{start}(S_4))
\]  

(1)

However, we must observe that there will be a challenge in measuring the duration of \( T_{S_1} \) and \( T_{S_7} \). That is because the starting and ending of these steps are not in the same domain and the time is dependant on the clock time of both domains. To solve this problem, we assume that \( T_{S_1} \) and \( T_{S_7} \) are equal and eliminate clock difference by adding timestamps of different domains according to Eq. 2.

\[
T_{S_1} = T_{S_7} = (C_A(\text{end}(S_1)) - C_B(\text{start}(S_1)) + C_B(\text{end}(S_7)) - C_A(\text{start}(S_4))) / 2
\]  

(2)

We investigated two different approaches to setting up the network: a sequential and a parallel mode.
5.1 Setup time in sequential mode

As explained in Sect. 4, 10 steps have to be executed for setting up the network. If they are executed sequentially then the total time is the sum of the duration of each step. If we define \( T_s n \) as the time taken to run step \( n \) then the total time can be calculated as in Eq. 3.

\[
\text{Sequential setup time} = \sum_{n=1}^{10} T_s n
\]  

(3)

5.2 Setup time in parallel mode

To optimize the total setup time, it is possible to perform some of these steps in parallel. Looking back at Fig. 2, after the first three steps the other steps can be run simultaneously as they are in different domains and independent from each other. The parallel setup time is the sum of the duration of the three first steps and the maximum time of running the other steps in each domain. This is expressed in Eq. 4.

\[
\text{Parallel setup time} = 3 T_s + \max \left( \sum_{n=4}^{6} T_s n, \sum_{n=7}^{10} T_s n \right)
\]  

(4)

5.3 Global view and step view comparison

Table 1 shows the theoretical model for calculating the setup time. The total time in Table 1 represents the global view and the calculated time represents the step view. Communication delay, Creating container, Adding interfaces, and Adding rules are individual steps that are considered in step view model. By comparing total time and calculated time (Model error in Table 1), we can determine the accuracy of the step view model. Concretely this would tell us if there is any overhead in running the steps that the model does not capture. If the overhead is negligible then we can conclude that the time to setup is predictable, which enables prediction of the setup time and other calculations for decision-making for making any further improvements. \( T_A, T_B, T'_A, \) and \( T'_B \) in Table 1 are calculated based on Eqs. 5–8.

\[
T_A = T_{s1} + C_A(\text{end}(S_6)) - C_A(\text{start}(S_2))
\]  

(5)

\[
T_B = T_{s1} + T_{s7} + C_A(\text{end}(S_{10})) - C_A(\text{start}(S_8))
\]  

(6)

\[
T'_A = \sum_{n=1}^{3} T_s n + \sum_{n=4}^{6} T_s n
\]  

(7)

\[
T'_B = \sum_{n=1}^{3} T_s n + \sum_{n=7}^{10} T_s n
\]  

(8)

6 Proof of concept

To test the operations of our architecture (see Sec. 3) we built a prototype DDM software suite. We implemented the connections between all the building blocks, starting from the domain administrator at the higher level all the way down to managing the network configuration in the P4 switch. We then instantiated two DDM domains and we connected them to validate the scenario in Fig. 2.

In our setup, we did not implement the policy checking part of the architecture and we assumed that all of the requests that come in are according to the agreed upon rules.

For our implementation, we used Ubuntu 18.04 and Linux kernel 4.15.0 as the host OS, Docker Community Edition 18.09 for container management, and bmw2 P4 switch as the programmable software switch in each server [24].

The scenario in Fig. 2 is written in a bash script, which initiates each step by calling the programs to implement the functionalities of each block of architecture.

We have two servers representing the two different domains, each running the full software suite. Each server

| Table 1 Theoretical request setup time table based on time of each single step, \( T_s n \) is the time taken for running step \( n \) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Domain A | Domain B | Parallel time |
| Total time | \( T_A \) | \( T_B \) | \( \max(T_A, T_B) \) |
| Calculated time | \( T'_A \) | \( T'_B \) | \( \max(T'_A, T'_B) \) |
| Model error | \((T_A - T'_A)/T_A \times 100\) | \((T_B - T'_B)/T_B \times 100\) | \((\max(T_A, T_B) - \max(T'_A, T'_B))/\max(T_A, T_B) \times 100\) |
| Communication delay | \( T_{s1} \) | \( T_{s1} + T_{s7} \) | |
| Creating container | \( T_{s4} \) | \( T_{s8} \) | |
| Adding interfaces | \( T_{s5} \) | \( T_{s6} \) | |
| Adding rules | \( T_{s6} \) | \( T_{s10} \) | |
can be the requester server (client-side) or the one that is requested to share data (server-side). The servers are connected together through a switch in the local area network, which serves as the physical underlay for our connectivity.

For message transfer between domain administrators, the script calls a message transferring program using RabbitMQ [25]. The receiver side of each server is always running and waiting for a new message. When a sharing request comes in from a client for access to data of the other domain, this program sends the access request information to the other domain. Likewise, the receiver side communicates back through the message bus.

After sending or receiving the required messages, the domain administrator starts to create containers and sets the interface configurations. This is the containerization block of the architecture.

Listing 1 shows the procedure to create and connect containers to the network.

```
1 sudo docker run
2     -it -d --net=none 'container_image'
3 container_pid =
4     $(sudo docker inspect --format '{{ .State.Pid }}' 'container_name')
5 sudo ip link add
6     veth1 type veth peer name veth2
7 sudo ip link set
8     veth2 netns container_pid
9 sudo docker exec
10 "container_name" ifconfig veth2
11 "container_ip_address"
```

**Listing 1** Container interface configuration procedure

At first (lines 1–2) containers are created without any interface. Next (lines 7–8) we create the virtual interfaces and these are then moved to the container’s network namespace (lines 10–11). Finally (lines 13–15) we configure the container interface.

After the container configuration, the switch with the compiled P4 program can start running.

**P4 program** Listing 2 shows the P4 program that was used for managing the connection between containers based on a unique ID.

```
1 table client_send_t {
2     key = {
3         hdr.tcp.dstPort : exact;
4         hdr.ipv4.dstAddr : exact;
5     }
6     actions = {client_send; }
7 }
8 table server_receive_t {
9     key = {
10         hdr.tcp.dstPort : exact;
11     }
12     actions = {server_receive; }
13 }
14 table server_send_t {
15     key = {
16         hdr.ipv4.srcAddr : exact;
17     }
18     actions = {server_send; }
19 }
20 table client_receive_t {
21     key = {
22         hdr.tcp.srcPort : exact;
23         hdr.ipv4.srcAddr : exact;
24     }
25     actions = {client_receive; }
26 }
```

**Listing 2** List of tables used in the P4 program running in the switch defining the expected operations for packets sent or received by the server and client sides of the DDM

As each server can act as both server or client there are four tables defined in the P4 program:

- **client_send_t** (lines 1–7): when a packet is sent from client-side to server-side;
- **server_receive_t** (lines 8–14): when a packet is received on the server-side;
- **server_send_t** (lines 15–20): when a packet is sent from server-side to client-side;
- **client_receive_t** (lines 23–31): when a packet is received on the client-side;

A packet entering the switch is matched against the fields shown in Listing 3. If a packet matches any of the fields in one of the tables the specified action will be taken, else it will be dropped.

The actions for each table are shown in Listing 3. The action taken will depend on whether the packet is coming from the outside or from an internally connected container, and whether it is on the server-side or client-side.
Listing 3 P4 actions associated with the P4 program tables

When a packet comes into the P4 switch to be sent to a local container, the destination IP address is changed to the correct local (container) IP address, and the packet is sent to the destination: these are `server_receive` (lines 1–5) or `client_receive` (lines 6–10) actions.

When a packet leaves the P4 switch toward the other domain the source IP address of the packet is changed to the public address of the local server: these are the `server_send` (lines 11–15) and `client_send` (lines 16–19) actions.

The last call is related to adding new rules associated with containers connection. Adding these rules allows connection between two containers created in two domains; that is the only permitted connection between these two containers. Domain administrator uses the switch command line to insert required rules for making connection possible. For example, listing 4 shows these rules related to client-side. The first rule is when the packet is outgoing from container to server-side. The second rule is when the response from server-side is arrived.

Listing 4 List of rules in the P4 program

Because filtering rules are a combination of IP address of source or destination and of the connection ID, the connection ID needs only to be unique in each host but not between domains. Therefore, there are 64K values for every host to assign as connection ID and that is enough in practice.

7 Measured request setup time

The next step for us was to measure the setup time in our experimental environment and try to numerically identify the possible overhead.

Setup time of one request According to Table 1 and based on what is explained in Sect. 5 we measured both the total setup time based on Eq. 4 as well as the duration of every single step (see Sect. 5.3). Table 2 shows the average value across 3 experiments. The results show that the model error is less than 3%. As the difference is negligible we can conclude that the stepwise model is reliable for estimating the setup time and that it can be used for further decision making and possible optimizations. The creating container step is the longest step for setting up the network (~ 1.8 s). The other steps related to the P4 switch are adding interfaces (~ 0.50 s) and adding rules (~ 0.110 s); they take much less time than creating the containers and this shows the low overhead of using a P4 switch in the setup process.

Setup time as a function of increasing load For further investigation and to observe the individual impact of each step on the setup time, we explicitly overloaded our system with concurrent operations, and observed the change of setup time as a function of the increasing load. In each experiment, we measured each step’s duration and also calculated the total time based on the stepwise model. We performed four different experiments (Fig. 3):

- Message transfer experiment: Fig. 3a shows the setup time of one sharing request, when the number of concurrent messages that are being sent from client-side to server-side is increasing. To create this additional load we sent a number of messages unrelated to the request from the client-side to the server-side via the message bus. we varied the number of concurrent messages from 10 to 50. The plot shows that the delay for message transferring between two domains is positively correlated with the number of concurrent messages.

Table 2 Request setup time table in seconds, numbers are according to Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Domain A</th>
<th>Domain B</th>
<th>Parallel time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total time (s)</td>
<td>2.561</td>
<td>2.721</td>
<td>2.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated time (s)</td>
<td>2.499</td>
<td>2.700</td>
<td>2.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model error(s)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication delay (s)</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating container (s)</td>
<td>1.765</td>
<td>1.850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding interfaces (s)</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding rules (s)</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
messages on the bus. We observe a maximum increase of \( \sim 50\% \). On the other hand, as this step takes much less time than creating containers, its dependency on the number of concurrent messages does not have a substantial effect on the overall setup time.

- Creating container experiment: To produce additional load we created a specific number of containers not related to the specific request we are measuring. We issued requests to the Docker engine for 10 to 50 containers in step 10. As shown in Fig. 3b, by increasing the number of containers that are being created at the same time, the creating container time of a single request also increases. The additional amount of time is substantial compared to the other steps. Additionally, this step is always the longest (see Table 2), and its dependence on the load will have the greatest impact on the variability of the total time.

- Adding interface experiment: Fig. 3c shows the effect of running concurrent adding interface operations on the setup time. We created containers’ interfaces (varying the number from 10 to 50) and added them to the P4 switch at the same time as the request being satisfied. The figure shows that the time is lower than container setup time and in addition, it does not change with an increasing number of concurrent operations.

- Adding rule experiment: In this experiment we created additional load by adding a varying number of rules, in the range 10 to 50, into the P4 switch. Figure 3d shows the same trend as for the adding interfaces experiment; in fact, the time for adding the rules to the switch does not increase with an increase in the number of rules.

As the results show, the creating container step is the step that is most affected by increasing load on the system, and more precisely when the system has to create many containers simultaneously. The steps that are related to the P4 switch, i.e., adding interfaces and adding rules do not change with increasing numbers of interfaces and rules. So we can conclude that the P4 switch is scalable enough for running multiple sharing requests. Also, in all experiments the calculated setup time is close to the total time and this proves the accuracy of the stepwise model.
8 Security

In a data sharing environment, one of the main concerns is providing security for protecting data against unauthorized access. Therefore, in a containerized DDM the security of the connection of containers should be guaranteed. We looked at different possible attacks that can happen in containerized network infrastructure and study how the architecture proposed in this paper is secure against these kinds of attacks.

Figure 4 shows the threat model of the architecture. In all attack scenarios, we assume that the attack originates in a malicious container. Three types of attacks can happen in a containerized DDM:

1. container to container of the same request (atc in the figure);
2. container to container of different request (also called ath in the figure);
3. container to its host’s service (called ath); in this case a container attacks a service that is running in the host listening on a specific port number.

In addition, in a multi-domain DDM, these types of attacks can be local, i.e. the attacking container is in the same domain as the victim, or remote, i.e. the attacker is in the other domain.

In particular, in this paper, we only consider networking attacks related to container connections. Based on the architecture and the possible connections that a malicious container can make, we discuss the feasibility of each attack.

Figure 5 shows all possible connections that a container can make to any other services of other containers or hosts in our multi-domain environment. These include the local connection that happens in the same host with the container of the same request (c2c_local) or the host service (c2h_local); or the remote connections (c2c_remote) to the other domain.

In our architecture any connection from a container to any other container is through the switch. However, for the connection between a container and the host, the packet does not need to go through the switch because of peering with the host virtual interfaces veth that are in the host network namespace.

Table 3 shows the possible attacks that can happen: ARP spoofing, MAC flooding, IP spoofing, Syn flooding, and HTTP flooding. In regard to the feasibility of each one of them there are three possible outcomes: 1) the attack is not possible; 2) the attack is possible but it can be mitigated; 3) the attack is possible and it cannot be mitigated.

The possibility of each kind of attack is explained in the following:

**ARP spoofing and MAC flooding** For these kinds of attacks to happen there must be a connection between containers at layer 2 [26]. Given that in our case each container is in a different network subnet the connections are at layer3 and ARP spoofing and MAC flooding are not possible in any of the possible scenarios.

**IP spoofing** In an IP spoofing attack scenario, an attacking container impersonates another container’s IP address and sends packets with an incorrect source IP to another service that is running in the network. Therefore, the response of the packet will be sent back to the victim and not the actual source [27].

In our architecture, the feasibility of an IP spoofing attack depends on whether the attack is local or remote and on whether the attacked node is another container or a host.

More precisely we can observe that IP spoofing is not possible if the packet has to go through the switch, i.e. when the attacker wants to make a connection to other containers in the same host or to the outside world. As the routing is based on the unique ID number that is independent of container’s IP address, the packet will be dropped as it does not match any rule. This means that c2c_remote and c2h_local are not possible.

IP spoofing is possible if the attacker tries to make a connection to its host service and perform the attack via host service, like in the c2c_local and c2h_remote types of attacks. In these cases packet does not go through the switch. However, its source IP address can be checked in host’s IPtables. Therefore, when the source IP address is not correct, the packet will be dropped.

**Syn and HTTP flooding** In all cases that a container can make a connection, flooding attacks are possible. For cases in which the packet is going through the switch (c2c_local and c2c_remote) the attack can be mitigated by detection methods that can be implemented in the P4...
However, for the \textit{c2h\_local} type of attack, the attack cannot be mitigated as the packet does not go through the switch and the connection is directly between containers and the host service.

To conclude, as it is shown in Table 3 most network attacks are either not possible in our proposed P4-based DDM or they can be mitigated by customizing the P4 program. We must observe that security depends also on the availability of the P4 switch. As all containers are connected to the P4 switch and the whole setup relies on the rules in the p4 switch, this can become a failure point in the network. However, as there can be multiple servers in a DDM when the switch fails in a domain, only the containers that are connected to that specific switch will be affected.

Confidentiality and integrity in transferring data can be supported by containers and happen in upper layers. Data encryption can also happen in the P4 switch. To this purpose, there are multiple available algorithms that encrypt the connection in a P4 switch and can also be deployed in this work \cite{28–30}.

The orchestration services at the two sites communicate with each other via the public Internet, which means they must be publicly accessible, and they also control the network plane, which requires at least some administrator-level privileges. This is clearly a potentially risky combination. Several steps should be taken to mitigate this risk. First, the connection between the orchestration services needs to be authenticated and encrypted, for example by using an HTTPS connection with client- and server-side certificates for authentication.

Next, to mitigate the risk of the orchestration application software itself being compromised, the network administration functionality should be separated out into a separate program, which is given the minimum necessary privileges (e.g. \texttt{CAP\_NET\_ADMIN} on Linux) and implements the bare minimum functionality needed to support the functioning of the system. The orchestration service itself can then be run as an unprivileged user, so that if it is compromised the attacker will be limited to unprivileged operations plus a small number of very inflexible network administration functions.

Beyond these specific design features, all the usual general measures should be taken, including code quality assurance through testing, code reviews, and automated analysis, and in the deployed system firewalls can be used to block attacks, and intrusion detection systems may be used to monitor the system for abnormal behaviour.
9 Discussion

We must note that in the scenarios in Sect. 4 we assumed that all of the steps are run successfully. However, in reality, one or more of the steps may fail. This especially affects the parallel scenario (see Sect. 5), as the domain in which the error did not occur will continue to reserve resources that will never be used. In this case, running in sequential mode would be more efficient.

Our architecture is flexible and can easily scale up. What we have shown in this paper is an example of an implementation of a containerized DDM running in one server per domain, e.g. all the containers in one domain reside in one physical node. However, the number of required containers may be more than the capacity of one device. In the case where there is an increasing number of requests in DDM and therefore the need for more containers, other servers can be easily added to the domain. Each server has its own software P4 switch. All the P4 switches would then be connected with each other and with the physical network infrastructure in the domain.

As we explained all connections between switches are based on a connection ID. Even if a container can guess the connection ID, it cannot use it. As all the packets are going through the P4 software switch, the connection ID can be checked that it is from an eligible container.

The connection IDs are unique within the host. Therefore, the combination of connection ID and host’s IP address is unique in the whole site and should be permitted in border firewall rules.

Defining a range of transport port numbers in border firewalls depends on the general filtering strategies of a site. What is important is allowing connection to a specific IP address and specific port number. One solution can be defining a range of permitted port numbers related to a host that is running a P4 software switch and allowing that range with host IP number in the border firewall.

10 Related work

DDM prototypes are currently in development in a number of scientific and industrial contexts, including the Internet of Things, supply chain logistics, health care, and exchange of personal information.

Datapace is a commercial blockchain-based DDM platform for trading IoT data streams [31]. It too has a blockchain-based trading infrastructure, in which URLs are traded at which data may be retrieved. Datapace sells a curated collection of streams, but also allows external sellers on its platform. Data is routed through its central infrastructure. The Ocean Protocol is similar but is inspired more by financial markets, with market makers and derivatives. Data exchange is done directly between buyers and sellers, and somewhat outside the scope of the platform [32]. Both of these systems list data processing as possible future extensions but do not currently support it.

International Data Spaces (IDS) is a DDM project addressing amongst others supply chain logistics. It defines data exchange protocols and provides central components including a data broker, clearing house, identity provider, app store, and vocabulary provider [33]. Data are requested from a data provider, optionally processed, and returned to the data consumer. An example use case is provided by the DL4LD project, which will apply this technology to enable sharing of potentially sensitive data regarding the transport of goods [4].

A science use case concerns personalized medicine: the EPI project will develop a secure and trustworthy platform to share patient data across medical institutions to help diagnosis and decision making for both patients and health providers; the sharing of information will still fully preserve patients' privacy. It also studies policies definitions and how to set up network infrastructure to enforce them [1].

None of these systems support processing of data, nor is the implementation of data exchange described at the technical level. Our paper shows, for the first time, how to realize the required network connectivity between DDM parties, e.g. domains.

For building a containerized DDM within one domain, we had already proposed a number of solutions. In [34] we studied whether available container network overlay technologies are suitable for deployment in a DDM. We compared the performance of each technology and we concluded that scalability was the main attention point in choosing one technology over another. In [9] we remained focused on single domain DMDs but we shifted our focus onto providing isolation between containers and improving the security. We studied three methods of container overlay implementations with particular attention devoted the isolation between containers in order to satisfy the data sharing policies.

There is some work on the possible network solutions for multi-domain DDMs. Xin et al. proposed a multi-domain distributed architecture for policy-driven data sharing applications [35]. The architecture includes components to manage policy auditing as well as to implement network connections. To do this, they use Docker containers and connect containers of each domain via VPN connections. Although this approach can secure the data by encryption, the ease of connection management method and also the security aspects had not been studied.

In our current work, we are able to manage connections in a dynamic and straightforward programmable method.
As we mentioned we did not cover yet encryption, but this can also be done in P4 switches. The load of this operation could, if needed, be even offloaded to hardware by using P4 hardware switches.

11 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed a multi-domain data sharing architecture that is constructed with containers and software P4 switches. Our architecture supports the network connectivity between participating DDM domains. We explained each step of setting up the network for making the network ready for operation and showed the required configuration. We also studied the performance and security implications of adopting P4 programmable switches as underlying technologies. To support performance and planning, we introduced a model for measuring the setup time and then showed that the model reliably represents the real operations. We also determined that the overhead of using a P4 switch in the setup process is negligible, which makes an ideal technology to support the networking requirements of DDMs.

Besides, we studied the security aspects of the proposed architecture and by isolating every single connection via a unique ID number in DDM we showed how the architecture is secure against a number of typical network attacks. Our future work will focus on improving the network’s performance and security by enhancing the P4 program to be able to reconfigure the network dynamically based on real-time events and using monitoring information. We also want to look at the possibility of using containers as network virtual functions (NVFs) that can be used as part of the execution workflow scenario. Finally, we intend to complete the policy checking module of the architecture and integrate it with current work.
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